


Holly Zausner: Unseen, 
2007, super 16mm film, 

approx. 16Y2 minutes; 
at Postmasters. 

character in her work. This is made clear in 
the film Unseen, which was shown in the 
back room. It captures the artist, lugging 
one of her signature large, floppy, humanoid 
sculptures, as she races around the city, 
past historic landmarks and through empty 
streets and the Spreepark. In each space, 
danger awaits a shopwindow explodes, a 
tiger prowls forcing Zausner to continue 
moving. Neither the artist nor her sculptural 
progeny can find a safe place to rest, a 
precarious situation that can be interpreted 
as a metaphor for contemporary life. 

In the collages, the forward move
ment of the film is halted, and the sti lls 
become isolated memories that, unfortu
nately, mean little to the viewer. 

AMY FELDMAN 
BLACKSTON 

-Brienne Walsh 

For her first solo exhibit ion in New York, 
Brooklyn-based painter Amy Feldman 
installed four large canvases (all 2012) 
snugly within the small gal lery's space. 
These paintings as big as 8 feet high or 
wide present a simple visual grammar 
that offers a counterpoint to the effus ive 
visual cacophonies of Feldman's earl ier 
work. In the 2012 paintings, one encoun
ters single geometric shapes repeated 
in light to dark gray monotones on a 
white ground . Despite being completely 
abstract, they are charged with a healthy 
dose of anthropomorphic humor. 

Asserting individuality and character 
to rehash minimalist and conceptual 
vocabularies, Feldman critically situates 
her work in contemporary practice. In All 
or Nothing, a repeated chevron shape 
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riffs playfully on Frank Stella's Oelta (1958) 
and "Notched V" series (mid-1960s). She 
takes up the kind of self-conscious humor 
Mary Heilmann has deployed throughout 
her career by simi larly retaining painterly 
drips and mishaps in the finished work. 
The show's catalogue traces Feldman's 
practice from 2007 onward and offers 
a means to contextual ize the exhibition 
vis-a-vis her earlier work . A selection 
of the artist's small collaged drawings, 
sparse ly populated by sketched, car
toonish images of jewels, magazine cut
outs and a USDA food pyramid amid an 
array of gestural marks, hint at the roots 
of the large paintings' abstract forms. 
One suspects a critique of consumerist 
Western cu lture, of the growing abyss 
between dearth and excess. 

The lone, bloated, bulbous donut shape 
that occupies the preponderance of 
canvas in Owed is painted in large looping 
gestures, with haphazard drips of paint 
splattered on what remains of the clean, 
gessoed surface. The lower half of the 
form, wh ich seems to encroach on the 
viewer's space, is sli ghtly thicker than the 
top, so that the upper portion of the can
vas effective ly recedes. One th inks all at 
once of a slobbering an imal, an overly en
thusiastic speaker's spittle and the sloppy 
habits of a careless, gluttonous eater. 

As the artist has explained, each can
vas consists of multiple layers of shapes 
and marks that coalesce into the final, 
pared down forms. Th is underpainting, 
on ly occasionally visible, tugs on the 
viewer's imagination, suggesting unknow
able iterations of the image below. It is as 
if an invisible level of extravagance has 

undergirded the work's seeming simplic
ity, Add to this Feldman's loose play of 
personal, cultural and historical refer
ences, and one sees the artist achieving a 
compell ing synthesis of meaning through 
humble, unpretentious means. 

XYLOR JANE 
CANADA 

-Amanda Parmer 

Xylor Jane gets up absurdly early each 
morning to begin painting, all the better 
(she claims) to access the unconscious 
forces that tend to be accessible at that 
hour. (The title of her show her third 
at Canada was, in fact, "3:07 A.M.") 

That said, her subject matter is highly 
quantifiable: gridded Arabic numerals, 
each occupying its own square and 
strung into long, repetitive sequences, 
Jane chooses numbers that are mean
ingful for her, even if their significance 
may not be clear to us, Their sequenc
ing can be complex tetradic primes 
(18180808 , , .) that read the same right 
side up and upside down, or Fibonacci 
sequences (0112358 . , . ), each number 
the sum of the previous two or simple, 
as in counting from one to 102, We might 
assume there isn't much room in such a 
systematic practice to allow for sincere 
feeling, but quite the opposite is true, For 
Jane (who is 47, and lives in Greenfield, 
Mass.) these numbers carry metaphysi
cal weight, and the devotion with which 
she renders them is palpable, 

Color is Jane's emotional key, and, not 
surprising ly, her use of it is both ex
tremely controlled and utterly subjective, 
Rarely brushed, it is applied in single, 
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